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Dominik Barta

was born 1982 in Upper Austria, studied in Vienna, 

Bonn and Florence. He won the ZEIT essay  

competition in 2009 and an Ö1 literature compe-

tition in 2017 and also writes for the theatre. His 

debut novel Vom Land was published in 2020.

Dominik Barta

Next-Door Neighbours

208 pages

July2022

• Openness instead of solitude

• A closer look at city life after Vom Land

With the same empathy as in his debut  

novel Vom Land, Dominik Barta tells stories  

of life in the city, identity and loneliness,  

tolerance and solidarity.

Kurt, in his early thirties and gay, has finally 

found a job as a teacher and a small flat.  

At first, the sounds from the flat next door 

bother him. But when he gets to know  

Mr Drechsler, who has been living in the block 

for decades, he can even get used to his toilet 

flushing. Kurt also quickly befriends Regina, 

the newcomer on the fourth floor. And when, 

after a failed relationship, his best friend 

moves in and one of his students suddenly 

seeks refuge from world politics, Kurt finally 

realises what family can mean …

DOMINIK BARTA

F I C T I O N

Sales 

Selected backlist:  

From the Countryside:  

Chinese Simplified (Yilin Press), Croatia  

(Leykam International)

»When  

what’s inter- 

personal  

becomes  

political … 

an impressive 

debut.«  
Imogena Doderer, 3sat Kulturzeit on Vom Land
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Hertha Pauli

The Rift of Time Runs 

Through My Heart 

Memoirs

With an Afterword  

by Karl-Markus Gauß

256 pages

July 2022

The Rift of Time Runs Through My Heart  

is a Heinrich-Heine quote that Hertha Pauli 

treasured while escaping via Zurich, Paris, 

Marseille and Lisbon to the USA. She did not 

escape alone, but with friends whose names 

sound like a who’s who of German-language 

emigrants: Joseph Roth, Walter Mehring, 

Franz and Alma Werfel and above all Ödön 

von Horváth, to whom she dedicates one of  

the most beautiful chapters of this wonderful, 

long-forgotten book of memoirs. 

Late in life, Hertha Pauli regularly commuted 

between her new home in New York and  

her birthplace. She became a witness of a  

period – one that has shaped European  

culture, if not the world, today.

HERTHA PAULI

M E M O I R

Sales 

France (Liana Levi), Spain (Trapisonda) 

Hertha Pauli

was born in 1906 in Vienna, died in 1973 in New 

York. She was a writer and an actress. After the 

annexation of Austria, she emigrated via Switzer-

land and France to the USA. She wrote novels, 

non-fiction and young adult literature and worked 

as a journalist. Her brother Wolfgang Pauli was 

the Nobel Prize laureate in Physics in 1945. The 

story of her escape, Der Riss der Zeit geht durch 

mein Herz, was published by Zsolnay in 1970.

• The rediscovery of a forgotten book

»What a coura-

gegeous woman! 

What an enchan-

ting book.«  
From the Afterword by Karl-Markus Gauß 

»Only a woman could write 

this book, which is under-

standing and forgiving,  

yet as exciting as a crime 

thriller.«  
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung



M O R E  Q U O T E S  A N D  P R A I S E

»Hertha Pauli describes the 

chaos of the French defeat 

with the coolness of a proven 

war reporter. […] An eventful 

and moving story. […]  

Reading The Rift of Time 

Runs Through My Heart 

helps us understand the  

difficulties refugees become 

caught up in. Especially in 

times when refugeeism and 

migration once again deter-

mine the lives of millions  

of people. «  Wolfgang Stenke, WDR3-Lesestoff

»Hertha Pauli’s 

memories are not 

only exceptional 

– they are heart-

breaking.« André Heller

»The remarkable 

rediscovery of an 

unjustly forgotten 

author.« Sabine Dultz, Münchner Merkur

»Pauli endured disturbing ex-

periences and observed them 

keenly in her writing with all 

the verve and boldness of an 

eyewitness, rich in dialogue 

and at the urgent pace of real-

life events. […] Undoubtedly  

a captivating, convincing  

key work, written honestly 

and directly.« Eberhard Falcke. SWR2 lesenswert

»We can only be grate-

ful that this memoir has 

been reprinted. The  

theme of fleeing war  

and persecution are 

highly topical, not only 

in light of recent global 

events. Apart from that, 

it’s an impressive work 

due to its humane power, 

objective presentation, 

and modesty.«  
 Jan Koneffke, Neue Zürcher zeitung

»Pauli’s thoughts 

and political 

arguments are 

brilliant, and 

her European 

longing for cul-

ture and beauty 

was insatiable.«  
Bernd Noack, Nürnberger Nachrichten

»Hertha Pauli’s writing is 

without vanity or showi-

ness. However, the drama 

of this era continually 

surfaces between the 

cracks, and is revealed 

in her brief remarks and 

incisive, lively dialogues.« 
Carsten Hueck, Deutschlandfunk
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Mircea Cartarescu

Melancolia 

(Original Romanian 

Title: Melancolia)

Stories

272 pages

September 2022

In this book about childhood and adoles-

cence, Mircea Cartarescu explores major 

themes like loneliness, separation and love.

When his mother goes shopping, her five- 

year-old son is convinced that she won’t  

return. He first explores the apartment, then 

the nearby rubber factory, and eventually 

dreams of living in the Concordia department 

store. To cure his little sister’s illness, Marcel 

goes on a nightly trip to the »fox’s den,« the 

place she is most afraid of. Year after year, 

Ivan has to sort out the clothes that have  

become too small for him. When he meets 

Dora and falls in love with her, he wonders  

if girls need to change their skin too.

MIRCEA CARTARESCU

F I C T I O N

Sales 

(Original Romanian Edition: Humanitas)

Denmark (Palomar), France (Noir sur Blanc),  

Italy (Nave di Teseo), Slovakia (Brak), Sweden 

(Bonniers), Spain (Impedimenta)

Mircea Cartarescu 

was born in 1956 in Bucharest. His work has 

been translated into many languages and won 

many prizes, among them the Leipzig Book Award 

for European Understanding (2015), and more 

recently the Premio Formentor und the Thomas 

Mann-Prize (2018). Zsolnay published the Orbitor 

trilogy – Orbitor I (2007), Orbitor II (2011), Orbitor 

III (2014), the story collection Die schönen Fremden 

(2016) and the novel Solenoid (2019). 

• The new book by Romanian’s  

  most renowned writer

• Allegories of love, loneliness, separation

• International bestselling author

• Recipient of the prestigious  

  Premio FIL 2022

»Cartarescu has 

the imagination of 

a big child and the 

linguistic skills  

of an old master.«  
Malte Herwig, Der Spiegel

»It is difficult to  

escape the creative 

pull of Cartarescu’s 

prose.«  
Ulrich M. Schmid, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

˘ ˘

˘ ˘

˘ ˘

˘ ˘

˘ ˘
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Lisa Eckhart

was born in 1992 in Leoben makes regular 

appearances as a cabaret artist on TV, and as 

a solo act on stage. She studied German and 

Slavic Studies in Paris and Berlin. She now lives 

in Leipzig. In 2020, her first novel Omama was 

published by Zsolnay. 

Lisa Eckhart

Boum

368 pages

August 2022

• Eckhart’s eagerly awaited new novel

• A cruel and dazzling satire

Aloisia, a young Austrian woman, moves  

to Paris for love at a time of tireless  

French press reports about a serial killer.  

›Le maestro massacreur‹ appears to be killing 

street musicians indiscriminately. A melancholic 

  commissioner and the respected terrorist 

expert Monsieur Boum are assigned the case. 

But no one expected the involvement of  

Clopin, the king of beggars, in whose  

dubious »Tower of Wonders« Aloisia  

soon finds her way around. 

Lisa Eckhart’s new novel is a fairy tale, horror 

story, erotic thriller, comic book and computer 

game rolled into one. In her scathing satire, 

nothing and no one is safe …

LISA ECKHART

F I C T I O N

Sales 

All rights available

»In Lisa Eckhart’s  

art, glamour and the 

cesspit are symbioti-

cally chained to one 

another. This results in 

striking points of view 

that sometimes take 

the audience’s breath 

away.« Karl Fluch, Der Standard

»The most mentally agile 

enemy of everything 

trite.« Jakob Biazza, Süddeutsche Zeitung 

Over 70.000  
copies  
sold

On the  

SPIEGEL  

bestseller list
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Dirk Schümer

was born in 1962 in Soest, and studied German 
language and literature, philosophy and medieval 
history in Hamburg and Paris. In the early 1990s, 
he worked as an editor and cultural correspondent 
for the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung in Venice 
and Vienna, and has worked in the same roles  
for the Welt group since November 2014. His  
most recent publications are Zu Fuß. Eine kurze  

Geschichte des Wanderns; Schland: Wie der  

Fußball Deutschland neu erfunden hat (both in 
2010) and Touristen sind immer die anderen (2014). 

Dirk Schümer

The Black Rose

608 pages

February 2022

• Required reading for all fans  

  of The Name of the Rose

• Historically accurate and  

  as exciting as a thriller 

Denounced as a heretic, the most famous  

German preacher Eckhart von Hochheim  

had to submit to the Inquisition in the court of  

the Pope in Avignon in the year 1328. In the  

company of his novice, Wittekind, Meister  

Eckhart witnesses a bloody robbery. When  

Wittekind himself is attacked, the pair realise 

that they are being drawn into a Europe-wide 

financial fraud scheme. In the shadow of the 

Pope's Palace, the secretive Franciscan  

William of Baskerville is also on the  

trail of its perpetrators. 

Dirk Schümer’s enthralling historical  

novel picks up where Umberto Eco’s  

Name of the Rose left off. We discover  

a dark metropolis of religion, which  

has only one credo: gold.

DIRK SCHÜMER

»Dirk Schümer is a wonderful  

storyteller.« Donna Leon

»Whoever thought that William of Baskerville had no life after 

The Name of the Rose will think better of it after reading 

this book by Dirk Schümer! He is alive!« Michael Krüger

Sales 

All rights available

English sample 
translation  
available

On the  

SPIEGEL  

bestseller list



M O R E  Q U O T E S  A N D  P R A I S E

»Vividly and lavishly,  

Schümer tells of a Middle 

Ages that thoroughly  

mirrors our world today.  

Naturally, we respond  

particularly sensitively to 

criticism of the church now, 

but the descriptions of  

predatory capitalism are  

also up to date.«  

Simone Dattenberger, Münchner Merkur

»You learn  

so much! A  

tremendously 

well-researched 

piece of medieval 

panorama, excit-

ing to read.«  
Daniel Kaiser, eat.READ.sleep

»There is hardly  

a more enjoyable  

or uplifting book 

this summer than 

the Black Rose. «  

Nils Minkmar, Süddeutsche Zeitung

»Schümer describes the time 

of ecclesiastical fundamenta-

lism in a colourful and his-

torically accurate manner. 

[…] Exciting as a thriller and 

controversial to this day.«  
Sandra Ölz, ORF

»The meticulously 

researched novel 

still has a burning 

relevance.«  

Raimund Kirch, Nürnberger Nachrichten

»Clever and 

entertaining 

education 

about dark 

times.«  
Kerstin Hellberg, Stern

»A historical novel,  

a love story, an action 

novel with Tarantino-like 

splatter scenes, but also 

a financial thriller - a  

novel like a film noir,  

a real pleasure!«  
Denis Scheck, SWR lesenswert

»Exciting and 

clever. […]  

Dirk Schümer 

has written a 

brilliant book 

that you can 

smell, taste and 

that makes you 

reflect. And  

one that will  

immerse you in 

no time at all.«  
Iris Hetscher, Weser-Kurier
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Judith W. Taschler
was born in 1970 in Linz, and grew up with six 
siblings and numerous animals and books in a  
big yellow house in the Mühlviertel region. After 
studying history and German language and  
literature, she worked as a teacher for several 
years. She lives in Innsbruck. Her novel Die 

Deutschlehrerin was awarded the 2014 Friedrich 
Glauser Prize. She has also published, among 
others, the novels bleiben (2016), David (2017) 
and Das Geburtstagsfest (2019).

Judith W. Taschler

We’ll Talk About 

Carl Tomorrow

464 pages

April 2022

• An epic family novel  

  spanning three generations

• Spans the period from the start  

  of the 19th to the 20th century

• For readers of Dörte Hansen  

  and Daniela Krien

The family in the mill have almost made their 

peace with the idea that Carl died in the war 

when, in the winter of 1918, they suddenly  

find him standing outside their front door –  

so changed that even his twin brother Eugen 

barely recognises him. Eugen is just visiting: 

he set off for America in search of happiness 

a few years ago, and may even have found it 

there. Will he be prepared to share it with Carl? 

Is happiness even something you can share? 

Judith W. Taschler has written an epic family 

novel: a spellbinding account, spanning  

three generations, of the fate of the Brugger  

family, whose life at the mill is above all  

defined by its women. A sensitive portrait  

of a village, a book about goodbyes and star- 

crossed love, about war and the insatiable  

longing for the happiness of the past.

JUDITH W. TASCHLER

Sales 

All rights available

»I read this book as if  

intoxicated. Twice within 

the space of just a few 

weeks. And although the 

second time round I knew 

what would happen, it still  

grabbed me and enthralled 

me just as much.  

Great stuff.«  
Christine Westermann, WDR on Die Deutschlehrerin

»The reader is engrossed, 

wants to know what really 

happened. A thoroughly  

humane novel.«  
Susanna Bastaroli, Die Presse on Das Geburtstagsfest

English sample 
translation  
available

On the  

SPIEGEL  

bestseller list

B A C K L I S T  H I G H L I G H T S  F I C T I O N



M O R E  Q U O T E S  A N D  P R A I S E

»A captivating 

family novel 

set against  

a rural back-

drop.« Meike Schnitzler, Brigitte

»In this family saga, in 

which world history is  

navigated in an unobtrusive 

and, because of that, all  

the more impressive way,  

Taschler once again proves  

to be a masterful narrator 

whose sound becomes  

better, more complex, and 

more intense with each of 

her books.« 

Bettina Ruczynski, Sächsische Zeitung

»A village as a backdrop for 

universal human issues: 

What remains of our dreams? 

How much does the indi- 

vidual matter in the world  

order? And what is happiness 

anyway? And love? A man is 

caught up in the mill wheel 

of history: Judith W. Taschler 

skilfully holds together the 

storylines between lives  

and centuries.« Dagmar Kaindl, Buchkultur

»Taschler is a 

great storyteller 

who knows how  

to compose novels 

ingeniously.«  
Udo Schöpfer, Die Rheinpfalz

»In Tomorrow We’ll Talk 

About Carl, Judith W.  

Taschler stands in the 

tradition of Joseph Roth 

and his great works from 

the era of the late Austrian 

empire. This extensive, 

densely narrated and 

multi-generational novel 

has similar literary  

qualities.«  
Wolfgang A. Niemann, Buchrezensionen

»A great family  

novel … Taschler’s 

desire to write 

well-researched 

stories makes  

Tomorrow We’ll 

Talk About Carl 

a page-turner in 

the best sense  

of the word.«  
Doris Kraus, Die Presse 
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Ernst Strouhal
was born in 1957, is a professor at the University 
of Applied Arts Vienna, a writer and a journalist. 
He received the Austrian State Prize for Cultural 
Journalism in 2010 and has worked on exhibitions, 
including Ein Lied der Vernunft (Jewish Museum 
of the City of Vienna 1996) and Spiele der Stadt 
(Wien Museum 2011). His most recent publications 
are: Die Welt im Spiel. Atlas der spielbaren Land-

karten (2015), Böse Briefe. Zur Geschichte des 

Drohens und Erpressens (together with Christoph 
Winder, 2017) and Gespräch mit einem Esel. 

Vom Lesen mit dem Daumen (2019).

Ernst Strouhal 

Four Sisters 

Distant Vienna,  

Foreign World

416 pages with Photos

August 2022

• Four readers of Edmund de Waal's 

   The Hare with Amber Eyes

• Four strong women

• Draws on previously unknown  

  documents (letters, diaries, notes)

• Connections to Karl Kraus  

  and Elias Canetti

Gerda, Friedl, Ilse and Susanne were  

the daughters and granddaughters of Moriz 

Benedikt, the famous editor of the powerful 

Neue Freie Presse, of which Karl Kraus was 

a fierce critic. Elias Canetti lived in the same 

neighbourhood as the Benedikt family. He 

did not escape the gazes of the Benedikt 

daughters, who invited him to the salon. The 

annexation of Austria put an end to this privi-

leged lifestyle, but the four sisters managed 

to escape. Scattered in all directions, they 

remained connected through emigration, war 

and the post-war era. Ernst Strouhal retells  

a story of irretrievable culture, thereby giving 

his own mother and three aunts a voice.

ERNST STROUHAL

The story of 

an eminent 

Viennese 

family in 

the 20th 

century 

Sales 

All rights available
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Isolde Charim

was born in Vienna, studied philosophy in Vienna 

and Berlin, and works as a freelance journalist 

and columnist for the taz and the Falter. In 2006, 

she received the City of Vienna’s journalism prize. 

Her book Myself and Others. How Pluralisation 

Changes Us All, for which she received the  

Philosophical Book Prize 2018 was published  

by Zsolnay. In 2022, she received the Austrian 

State Prize for Cultural Journalism.

Isolde Charim

The Agonies  

of Narcissism

On Voluntary  

Submission

256 pages

September 2022

• Up-to-date analysis 

• Gets to the bottom of the division 

   of society

• One of Austria’s most important 

  intellectual voices

Why do we surrender to circumstances? Or in 

Spinoza’s words: How is it that »people fight 

for their servitude as if it were for their salva-

tion«? This question must be asked over and 

over again – but especially in times of crisis 

and uncertainty. The answer today is surely: 

Narcissism is a social requirement of every  

individual: You must become more than you 

are – you must become your ideal. But  

what does it mean for society if an anti-social 

principle becomes the dominant ideology? 

Isolde Charim explains with impressive  

clarity why we voluntarily submit to  

the »Agonies of Narcissism.«

ISOLDE CHARIM

»Charim makes things visible that 

we all realise but don’t fully under-

stand.« Sieglinde Geisel, Westdeutscher Rundfunk

Sales 

Korea (Minumsa) 
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Bert Rebhandl

born 1964 in Upper Austria, is one of the most 

distinguished German-language film critics. He 

writes mainly for the Frankfurter Allgemeine  

Zeitung and the Standard. He has produced 

books about Orson Welles, the Western (as an 

editor), the TV series Seinfeld and The Third 

Man. The Rediscovery of a Classic Film. He  

lives in Berlin.

Bert Rebhandl 

Jean-Luc Godard  

Der permanente  

Revolutionär

Jean-Luc Godard  

The Permanent  

Revolutionary 

288 pages  

October 2020

• A pioneer of French  

  nouvelle vague cinema 

• Icon of European cinema  

• Glamorous and politically controversial

In 1960, he was the biggest pop star of  

cinema: the premiere of »Breathless« (with 

Jean Seberg and Jean-Paul Belmondo) took 

place. The following year his wedding to 

Anna Karina featured on the covers of glossy 

magazines, and his films attracted all kinds 

of hipsters before the term was widely used. 

Then came 1968, and for Jean-Luc Godard,  

a process of permanent cinematic revolution 

began, one that has caused a stir and  

material for debate to the present day. His 

thought-provoking imagery puts him on an 

intellectual par with Jean-Paul Sartre. In  

this book, the story of Godard’s exciting life 

and his cinematic work are told together.  

A unique European figure in a  

long-overdue comprehensive volume

»A wonderful, dense tapestry of cinematic 

knowledge, not without a pattern of personal 

enthusiasm, which lets one walk reasonably 

safely into the workrooms of a guy who doesn’t 

exactly welcome guests with open arms.« 

Georg Seeßlen, epd Film

BERT REBHANDL

B A C K L I S T  H I G H L I G H T S  N O N - F I C T I O N / B I O G R A P H Y

Sales 

UK/USA (University of Wisconsin Press),  

Serbia (Ultimatum), Arab. Countries (Kalima)

»A wonderfully fact-

filled new biography of 

Godard. … You immedi-

ately want to watch the 

best of his films again as

you read Rebhandl’s con-

fidently narrated book 

about the filmmaker, 

which analyzes with 

genteel restraint.« Der Spiegel

»Rebhandl’s lucidly  

written monograph offers 

a perfect introduction  

to Godard’s complex  

intellectual and cinematic 

world.« Stefan Grissemann, Profil 


